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Welcome to the March 2017 issue of the Kent Environmental Council newsletter. The focus for KEC in 2017
is making connections.
  

!  KEC Elects Officers, Presents Grant Awards, Hears Solar Presentation at Annual  
          Meeting 

Election of Officers  
Bob Wilson was reelected as treasurer, and Brad Brotje was reelected as secretary. 
  
Grant Awards Presentation 
The Kent Environmental Council presented checks totaling $3,035.84 in Legacy for the Environment grants, which are 
aimed at improving the environment in Portage County. The following requests were awarded: 
 • Portage County Master Gardeners received $650 to present a workshop teaching 50 participants the importance 

of composting for the environment, how to compost, and how to use compost in s garden. A reference book and 
kitchen bucket will be provided to each participant. Follow-up meetings with participants will survey their use 
and results. The Portage Soil & Water Conservation District is a partner in this project.  

 • Edible Kent received $385.84 to install and secure a demonstration rain barrel to help water a vegetable garden 
near Haymaker Farmers' Market. The grant also will help the organization pay for its Adopt-A-Spot rental. The 
organization provides education about sustainable food production and donates this organic food to the 
community. 

 • Kent State University Foundation received $1,000 toward the purchase of a rechargeable battery for Z.E.B., a 
zero-emission golf cart vehicle that will be used on campus to transport visitors and demonstrate the feasible use 
of fuel cell technology. The students responsible for building the vehicle are working under Dr. Yanhai Du at Kent 
State University's College of Applied Engineering, Sustainability, and Technology.  

 • Family and Community Services received $1,000 to replace two paper towel dispensers at the Community 
Clothing Center with energy-efficient air hand dryers, thus reducing paper towel usage two thirds, saving trees, 
and reducing wastewater and air pollution that result from paper towel manufacturing. The County Clothing 
Center provides free, gently used clothing and other household items to individuals in need. 

Solar Presentation 

Luke Selfridge, program director for OHSun, presented his organization's approach to helping residents and small 
businesses obtain solar power. OHSun is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization that partners with other local nonprofits to give 
the public the opportunity to bring solar electric panels to their communities. OHSun is funded primarily by grants and 
fixed installer fees. OHSun has worked with municipalities in Ashtabula, Athens, Lorain, and Cleveland. The standing-
room-only crowd of 50 was extremely interested in the information. 
  
General Notes on Solar 

Solar is very viable in Ohio. Ohio has about 4.5 hours to 5 hours of available light daily. While Florida has more light, the 
panels operate best in cool weather (such as spring or fall in Northeast Ohio). Therefore, areas with cooler weather have 
an advantage over sunnier states that are also hotter. 
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Solar voltaic cells are still 80% efficient after 25 year. They are covered with hailproof, 
windproof, sealed glass. No snow removal is necessary. The cells usually are 3' 6" by 5' 
0" and supported on a roof by aluminum racks. The cells can be mounted on just about 
any roof type, though slate shingles are more problematic but still possible. True south-
facing roofs are no longer necessary for satisfactory performance. With east- and west-
facing roofs perform at only 10% less efficiency, and the number of panels used can be 
adjusted to accommodate the directional challenge. Ground-mounted systems also are 
available but are slightly more expensive ! because a "foundation" is needed for the 15
framework, which increases the cost. The average home requires approximately 200 
square feet of solar panels, but this may vary greatly depending on demand. 

How Solar Systems Work 
  
When sunlight hits the solar cells, energy is created and conducted by a cable. Power is 
produced in direct current (DC) and requires an inverter (which looks somewhat like a 
flat fuse box) to convert to alternating current (AC). The cable then feeds this electricity 
to the house. There are two types of inverters: central and string. String inverters are 
large, commercial-grade inverters that convert electricity from multiple arrays and 
generally are not appropriate for use in residential projects. Most solar systems are 
connected to the grid to ensure uninterrupted performance, with excess production 

supplied to the grid for consumer credit. 
  
March and April are peak performance months in Ohio because of efficient weather-related cooling of the panels. The 
inverter system is required to shut down the system in the event of a grid shutdown to prevent backfeeding and potential 
injury to utility line workers. This means that although a house is solar powered, its electricity will go off with all the 
other houses. A Sunny Boy inverter is a device that prevents the house from sending power back into the grid when the 
grid is down but still allows solar power to flow to the house; however, Sunny Boy inverters are expensive, and most 
people do not opt for this additional device. 

Batteries are required for backup to produce 24/7 performance if not connected to the grid or for full solar reliance. The 
batteries are big, expensive and need to be replaced every 10 years to 15 years, so most people do not opt for them. In 
older solar systems, if one panel went down or became shaded, all remaining panels would shut down, but this is no 
longer an issue. Modern installations use an optimizer to prevent this type of shutdown. 

How the Solar Cooperative Works 
  
OHSun does presentations such as the one sponsored by KEC at its annual meeting. A core group of interested people 
develops. Within a few months, if enough people show interest, a co-op group can be formed. The number of participants 
for the most cost-effective co-op is 100 homes or small businesses; however, the co-op group can be much smaller. 
  
The Implementation Process 
  
Full implementation of the process generally takes four to eight months but could take up to a year depending on a 
number of factors, including group process and installer availability. The following is a basic outline of the process:  
 1 Hold an information meeting. 
 2 Join the co-op. 
 3 Grow the co-op (tell your neighbors). 
 4 Schedule a site visit with an installer. 
 5 Co-op members choose a smaller selection committee. 
 6 The co-op gets bids from installers. 
 7 The co-op committee chooses an installer. 
 8 Contracts are signed. 
 9 Panels are installed. 
 10 Enjoy. 

OHSun brings regional installers into the picture, each with its own specifications. OHSun vets the installers and prepares 
an Excel spreadsheet that includes all aspects of the bidding installers so that the co-op selection committee can make the 
best comparisons possible. The spreadsheet includes data such as the price of panels, quality of panels, density of cells in 
panels, types of racks, labor, time required for installation, differences depending on roof types, type of equipment used, 
company history, company's hiring practices, installer certification, references, and more. 
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This is a buying co-op and does not involve any sharing of the produced power. This co-op model does not require strict 
geographic unity. For example, homes from Summit and Lake counties joined the Cleveland co-op. The advantages of the 
co-op system Include camaraderie, collective knowledge and cost savings through group buying power. 

Costs 
  
The cost of solar installation has dropped by 90% since the 1970s. Purchasing solar panels through OHSun cooperatives 
typically saves consumers 10% to 20% over the cost of an individual purchase. A monthly fee is charged by utility 
providers to connect to the grid. The fee ranges from $8 to $23 a month, based on what OHSun has seen in other areas. In 
reality, solar electric production benefits all rate payers as it affords local production of alternative energy. Ohio allows for 
net metering. 

An important metric is cost per watt. A 3-kilowatt system is the smallest desirable to the installer. An average system is 7 
kilowatts. The panels for a system this size cover about 200 square feet of roof. An array of four panels creates 1 kilowatt 
of power per hour. Federal tax credits rebate about 30% of the cost. Eco-Link offers reduced interest rates for the 
installation of solar panels. 

The national Unitarian Universalist Church also sponsors low-interest loans. The average home cost for an installed 
system is between $5,826 (for a 3-kilowatt system) and $17,478 (for a 9-kilowatt system) after all discounts, tax credits 
and the annual savings on electricity are deducted. 

For more information, see the OHSun website at http://www.ohsun.org,  email Luke Selfridge at solarteam@ohsun.org, or 
go to their website for PowerPoint slides of this presentation. 

--Brad Brotje and Mary Greer 

!  Recovering and Recycling Cuyahoga River Sediments: An Alternative to Disposal 

The activities in a lake such as Lake Erie are controlled in part by what happens in the watershed. Losses from the land 
are gained by the lake, for better or for worse--often to the detriment of organisms living in the lake. Nutrients, such as 
nitrogen and phosphorus that contain compounds from agricultural and residential fertilizers along with toxic materials 
such as industrial wastes (e.g., polychlorinated biphenyls, or PCBs) and human hygienic products (e.g., endocrine 
disrupting estrogen agonists and antagonists) enter lakes largely through riverine inputs, often exacerbated by rainstorms 
and snowmelt runoff. Also, ecosystem managers need to consider particulate materials, which consist largely of soil 

particles (i.e., sand, silts, and clays) carried along with flowing water 
and which may turn into sediment at the bottom of a lake when the 
flow decreases at the mouth of a river or after entry to a lake. 
  
Although point sources such as pipes from a sewage treatment plant 
or local industry can be feeders of pollutants to a river, much of point-
source pollution is now regulated to prevent large inputs to receiving 
waters. The major source of pollutants now is from nonpoint sources 
such as runoff from residential yards and agricultural fields. When 
runoff occurs from these nonpoint sources, generally it comes as a 
mix of dissolved and particulate materials. Although most nutrients 
and many toxic materials are soluble in water, they often are attached 
to the surface of sediments when they enter a stream or river, 
complicating the management picture. 

Which sediments are worst for holding unwanted materials? Recall 
from geometry that as the radius of a sphere gets smaller, the ratio of surface 

area to volume gets larger. So the surfaces of smaller particles (e.g., clays) are 
proportionately much more coated with nutrient and toxic materials than the larger sand particles. This means that 
sediments of different sizes can be and need to be managed differently. 
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Until recently, eroded sediments were treated as a nuisance, filling up harbors at the mouth of rivers and requiring 
dredging to keep those ports open for commerce. The Cuyahoga River fills its navigation channel with eight to ten feet of 
sediment each year, requiring the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to dredge it to maintain shipping access up six miles to 
the ArcelorMittal steel company. To be exact, the corp dredges 225,000 cubic yards of 
sediment at great expense to public funds, whether state or federal. 

Recent advances in technology have begun to turn bane into bonanza. The Port 
of Cleveland in partnership with Kurtz Bros., Inc. has been harvesting sand five 
miles upstream of ArcelorMittal using a sand interceptor that collects sand from 
the river and deposits it along the riverbank, where it is delivered to trucks and 
sold for construction, soil conditioning, and stream and beach reconstruction. 
Then it is dried and sorted by size. Because it is collected above most industrial  
activities, it is sufficiently clean for reuse. It is estimated that with expansion of 
its capabilities, the sand interceptor may be able to reduce sediment loads to the 
port by 20%. The interceptor was funded with $1.2 million by the Ohio Healthy 
Lake Erie Fund. Independent research conducted at the University of Akron and 
verified by the Ohio EPA found that the material met state and federal standards 
for cleanliness. 

But what about the sediments that are not collected by the sand interceptor? Aren't 
those the materials most likely to have hazardous materials adhering to them? Sediments dredged from the mouth of the 
Cuyahoga River are now placed in a confined disposal facility (CDF) at the eastern end of Burke Lakefront Airport. This 
is a special experimental CDF that is administered by the Ohio Department of Natural Resources Office of Coastal 
Management. It is constructed as a series of pools through which sediment slurries pass. The sediment material gradually 
sinks to the bottom, leaving the water to pass back into the shipping channel in a process called dewatering the sediment. 
Over time, the sediment consolidates, with the larger, heavier materials settling in the first pond and lighter sediments 
settling in later pools. Bacterial and fungal activities gradually will decompose the toxic materials (e.g., PCBs and 
polyaromatic hydrocarbons, or PAHs). In the meantime, small amounts of these dewatered sediments can be combined 
with other materials and used in soil mixes. The Ohio EPA tests the mixes to ensure that they meet state and federal 
standards for safety. Once again, these soil mixes are made through the public-private partnership between the state and 
Kurtz Bros.Through these innovative measures, sediment no longer need to be considered something to be disposed of; 
instead, sediment can be considered to be a valuable resource that can be recycled and marketed. It is something to think 
about and to carefully consider as the next wave of environmental protection: making the environment safe by making it 
profitable.  Time will tell whether this is a valuable direction, especially given the current political aversion to making 
sweeping environmental regulations. 

--Bob Heath 

!  New Website Coming to KEC 
 
KEC is in the process of revamping its website. You can view our new format and articles at 

www.kentenvironment.org. Thank you to volunteers Robin Peshick and Amy Breedon and 
Chair Lis Regula Meyer for their work on this project. We are open to hearing any 
suggestions you might have as we move through this process. Email Lorraine McCarty at 

hiddenrio@sbcglobal.net (or call 330-554-3829) or Jeff Ingram at jingram3@new.rr.com with 
your comments or if you would like to help the Public Relations and Communications      

      Committee with the website. 
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!  KEC Advocacy 

While Scott Pruitt was eventually confirmed as head of the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency, KEC sent the following letter to Sens. Sherrod Brown and Rob 
Portman, the Kent Record-Courier, and the Akron Beacon Journal urging that his 
nomination be blocked: 

"The Kent Environmental Council was founded a few months before President Richard 
Nixon created the United States Environmental Protection Agency in 1970. We have 
seen Administrators of the USEPA appointed by eight Presidents, five Republicans and 
three Democrats. Each of those Administrators has at least acknowledged that the job of the 
Agency is to protect our air, land, and water, from damage, and some of those Administrators have protected us very well. 
  
When Scott Pruitt testified to the United States Senate, he did not even say that the job of the USEPA Administrator is to 
protect our air, land, and water--he said he thinks his job is to remove regulations from those who would use America's air, 
land, and water, for their private gain. Mr. Pruitt's history shows that his political career has been financed by those who 
seek personal gain from using America's natural resources without regard for the damage they cause to the health of 
Americans today or to our grandchildren's world of the future. Scott Pruitt has filed lawsuits time after time, to try to 
prevent USEPA from protecting our air, land, and water. Some of those lawsuits are pending now. 

Our part of Ohio suffers earthquakes resulting from hydraulic fracturing waste fluid injection wells that should be 
regulated by the EPA. Our part of Ohio and other parts of Ohio suffer poisoning of our air and water from faulty 
equipment in gas production wells that should be regulated by EPA. Our lakes--Erie, Grand St. Mary's, even Wingfoot, 
suffer from chemicals washed down their watersheds that should be regulated by EPA. Without regulation and 
enforcement, these dangers get worse. Scott Pruitt wants to remove regulations and end enforcement. Our grandchildren 
cannot risk the damage Scott Pruitt will allow to be done to their world. We most earnestly ask that you keep Scott Pruitt 
away from the United States Environmental Protection Agency, and vote against confirming Scott Pruitt as Administrator 
if that vote comes before you." 

Editor's Note: KEC was glad to see recent reports that Pruitt is objecting to the 25% cut to the EPA that President Donald 
Trump recently announced (or larger based on budget leaks) and glad to note that the U.S. EPA under his leadership is 
responding adequately by announcing to the public that East Chicago, Indiana, is experiencing problems with lead in its 
water that are similar to those in Flint, Michigan, although the causes are different. We will continue to watch his 
enforcement of regulations, what regulations he seeks to remove, and whether or not he advocates to protect the 
environment. (Source: Chicago Tribune, March 3, 2017) 

KEC also is keeping a concerned eye on the actions of Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke in regard to his stewardship of the 
country's national parks and wild spaces. His stance on public lands came under scrutiny in the last few weeks when he 
voted (as a Montana state senator) for a rule allowing federal land transfers to be considered cost-free and budget-neutral, 
making drilling and development easier. In his confirmation testimony, he espoused a policy of multiuse development for 
federal land management--allowing for hiking, hunting, fishing and camping along with harvesting timber, mining for 
coal and drilling for oil and natural gas. He also pledged to tackle a backlog of maintenance and repair work at national 
parks, which is estimated at $12 billion. (Source Akron Beacon Journal, March 2, 2017) 

!     Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions:   Part 4 

This fourth article in our series focuses on what the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency recommends we can do at 
school to lower greenhouse gas emissions. See if you can implement any of these ideas or encourage others to do so.   

Note: All of the following is taken directly from the EPA website several months ago. At the time of publication, all the 
links below were working, but we cannot guarantee what will happen as we move further into the Trump administration, 
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given his vow to make severe cuts to the EPA. Two links which previously worked had to be deleted because they no longer 
worked. We still feel that this information is very important to teach in our schools and hope that it is of help to those who 
see it. 

What You Can Do: At School 

!  

Students, educators and school administrators can all play a key role in reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Here is a 
directory of some education and action-planning resources to help you: 

Students 

Middle school students: Explore climate science and solutions.  
Explore A Student's Guide to Global Climate Change to learn more about the science and impacts of climate change. The 
site also provides videos, animations, and interactive expeditions where students can explore and learn how climate 
change will affect places around the world. The site helps students, their parents, and their teachers learn about solutions 
and the actions they can take to reduce greenhouse emissions. 

High school students: Track your school's climate impact.  High school students can investigate the link between 
everyday actions at their high school, greenhouse gas emissions, and climate change. Using EPA's Climate Change 
Emission Calculator Kit, students can learn about climate change, estimate their school's greenhouse gas emissions, and 
identify ways to mitigate their school's climate impact. Students gain detailed understandings of climate-change drivers, 
impacts, and science; produce an emission inventory and action plan; and can even submit the results of their emission 
inventory to their school district. They can also use Portfolio Manager to compare the energy use of your school with 
other schools nationwide, and earn the ENERGY STAR for your school if it qualifies as a top performer. 

High School Students: Spread the word. Give a presentation to your family, school, or community group that explains 
how their actions can cause or reduce climate change. You can use EPA's "Create a New Climate for Action" 
presentation or develop your own. Get creative, and think of more ways to help others make a difference! 

College students: Get involved at your college or university. College students can play an important role in reducing 
greenhouse emissions at their colleges or universities by reducing their emissions from energy they use in dorm rooms. 
Students can also work with school administrators to develop an inventory, increase energy efficiency on campus, and 
reduce their school's greenhouse gas emissions by using green power. 

Educators 

Teach students about climate change and ecosystems. Use the teacher resources on EPA's Students Guide to Climate 
Change. Use the Climate Change, Wildlife and Wildlands: A Toolkit for Formal and Informal Educators to learn about the 
science of climate change and its potential effects on our nation's wildlife and their habitats. Download and share EPA's 
eight-page brochure, Frequently Asked Questions About Global Warming and Climate Change: Back to Basics, which 
provides illustrated answers to frequent questions. 

Engage middle school students in estimating emissions. Enhance critical-thinking skills by introducing the Global 
Warming Wheel Card Classroom Activity Kit to middle school students. A hand-held wheel card and other resources help 
students estimate household greenhouse gas emissions in order to encourage students to think about ways they can reduce 
their personal, family, school, and community contributions to climate change. If you are an informal educator, simply use 
the Global Warming Wheel Card as a part of your field activities. 
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Learn from other educators. Investigate what other schools and organizations are doing to educate their audiences on 
climate change by clicking on Educators' Links, a database offering links to resources such as lesson plans, videos, books 
and toolkits. 

Administrators 

Save money and the environment. The least efficient schools use three times more energy than the best energy 
performers. By partnering with the highly successful ENERGY STAR for K-12 School Districts and using Portfolio 
Manager to track and rate the energy performance of your portfolio of school buildings, school districts can serve as 
environmental leaders in their community, become energy efficient, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and save money! If 
you're considering a new building, EPA's voluntary School Siting Guidelines can provide tips for reducing climate and 
health impacts. 

Estimate your emissions and take the challenge. School administrators can also work to reduce their school's greenhouse 
gas emissions by developing an inventory of their school's emissions 

Reduce, reuse, recycle. Recycle school or classroom paper, newspapers, beverage containers, electronic equipment and 
batteries. Reducing, reusing, and recycling at school and in the classroom helps conserve energy, and reduce pollution and 
greenhouse gases from resource extraction, manufacturing, and disposal. You can reduce, reuse, and recycle at school or 
in the classroom by using two-sided printing and copying, buying supplies made with recycled content, and recycling used 
printer cartridges. For your old electronics, donate used equipment to other organizations, or investigate leasing programs 
to ensure that used equipment is reused and recycled. 

!  A Very Dismayed Environmentalist  

In putting together this newsletter, I have always tried to just focus on the environmental issues reported in the media and 
to leave my opinions and politics out of the mix. But as I sit down to work on this month's newsletter, I find that hard to 
do without some additional comments. President Donald Trump has always signaled that he 
wanted to reverse Barack Obama's climate-change initiatives. But he also said he wouldn't 
jeopardize America's water and air quality--and given the widespread cuts he is proposing, I 
can no longer even try to believe that he intends to do this. I know securing our country's 
safety is important. But the huge cuts to many programs that have kept our air and water 
quality as clean as it is since the passage of the Clean Air and Clean Water Acts almost 50 
years ago will be devastating to America and certainly won't help the global fight with 
climate change, which the science shows us is real. 
  
For examples of the proposed massive cuts, see the Environment in the News Section for 
some of the details. 

I am overwhelmed at times with my concerns for our environment and want to put my head in 
the sand to ignore it all and hope for the best. But I can't do this and have been trying to find ways to express my concerns 
to my congressional representative and senators in a strategic way. This is going to be even more important as these cuts 
make their way through congressional oversight. Please, do what you can. In addition to advocacy, KEC has been trying 
to educate people about local and national issues. Pick the things you care about and let your representative and senators 
know how you feel. Put their phone numbers on your phones to make it easier to call them. Tell the administrators in 
charge what you think of their actions. Touch base with others for support. 

I have not been to China, where the pollution levels are extremely toxic to its citizens, who walk outside wearing surgical 
masks, but I have been to Guatemala City and know what leaded gas can do to the eye stinging and breathability of the air. 
I came back from that trip very grateful for our regulations to use unleaded gas. For the sake of our children and 
grandchildren, we need to all do what we can to keep our environment healthy and livable.  

--Lorraine McCarty 
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!  Save the Date 

April 29 (Saturday) 
Peoples Climate March 
Location: Washington, D.C., and around the country 
More Information: Peoples Climate Movement 

May 6 (Saturday) 
19th Annual Portage Community Environmental Conservation Awards Dinner 
Time: 5:30 p.m. 
Location: American Legion Hall, Kent 
To make a nomination, call 330-678-9177 or go to www.portageparkdistrict.org. 

June 2 and 3, 2017 (Friday and Saturday) 
Third Annual Edith Chase Symposium 
Multiple Events . . . 
June 2 (Friday) 
Event: Poetry Reading 
Time: 4 p.m. 
Theme: A celebration of the Cuyahoga River and its tributaries: The watershed where we live 
Presenters: Kent-area poets 
Location: Wick Poetry Center, Kent State University 
Cost: Free and open to the public.  
Registration: No registration is necessary. 

June 2 (Friday) 
Event: Symposium 
Time: 7 p.m. 
Theme: Restoration through Vegetation (education on restoring riverside ecosystems to clean surface water flowing into 
streams and lakes) 
Presenter: Christina Znidarsic, senior watershed manager for Chagrin River Watershed Partners 
Location: College of Architecture and Environmental Design, Kent State University 
Cost: Free and open to the public.  
Registration: No registration is necessary. 

June 3 (Saturday) 
Event: Workshop on Riverside Plants 
Time: 1 p.m. 
Presenter: Ken Christensen, Davey Resources and primary designer of the Plum Creek restoration project 
Description: Workshop geared toward the individual homeowner and farms and business owners of land with stream 
frontage offering guidance on planting the river-edge environment to benefit both the land and the water of the 
watershed. Christensen will provide a guided tour of the Plum Creek restoration project. Participants will learn how to use 
native plants for gardening and landscaping to improve water quality in local streams and rivers. 
Cost: Free and open to the public. 
Registration: Required. To register, call Marybeth at 330-297-7633 x 101, or email her at mwillett@portageswcd.org. 
The first 50 people to register will receive free native-plant packages. 

!  The Environment in the News 

Budget Boosts Military, Makes Extensive Cuts 
Akron Beacon Journal - March 17, 2017 
Record-Courier - March 17, 2017 
President Donald Trump's newly released budget would reshape American government with the things he promised as a 
candidate. Generous increases for the military are supported by slashing domestic programs with deep cuts, which has 
upset both Republicans and Democrats by cutting favored programs. Defense spending was increased by $54 billion, and 
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cuts were made to the environment, agriculture, the arts--a "hard power budget" geared to keep the country safe by 
helping the United States take on the Islamic State group and others in a dangerous world. The cuts target Democratic 
priorities such as housing, community development and the environment but also Republican "sacred cows" such as aid to 
rural schools and subsidized airline services and raiding fees on participants in federal flood insurance programs. It 
eliminates funding to the National Endowment for the Arts, legal aid for the poor, low-income heating assistance and the 
AmeriCorps national service program--all long-time targets of GOP conservatives. Cuts to the Environmental Protection 
Agency would cut 3,000 jobs, cut programs geared toward climate change and cut regulations on power plant emissions. 
EPA grants for state and local drinking water and wastewater projects would be preserved. Cuts to the Great Lakes 
Restoration Initiative have angered both Republicans and Democrats from the Midwest and cutting the Appalachian 
Regional Commission has angered southerners. The budget does not make predictions about deficits or the economy--
these big-picture details are due in May. And because Congress has the power of the purse, all of these proposals need to 
be reviewed and approve. 

Trump May Roll Back Fuel Efficiency 
Akron Beacon Journal - March 16, 201 
The administration will reexamine federal fuel efficiency goals for cars and trucks and may lower them, saying that 
Obama-era environmental regulations are stifling economic growth and that in the Trump era, job creation is paramount. 
The Environmental Protection Agency must determine the appropriate standards for 2022 through 2025 by April 2018 and 
then submit new standards, so there will be no immediate effect. This action seems to set the stage for new, weaker 
standards that will lead to court battles with environmental groups and states such as California, New York and a dozen 
mostly northern states that have adopted California's stricter standards. Dan Becker, director of the Safe Climate 
Campaign, said, "If they succeed, we'll pay more at the pump, depend more on oil from bad countries, drive up the trade 
deficit, and pollute our kids' atmosphere." The Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers praised the move as creating an 
opportunity for officials to "reach a thoughtful and coordinated outcome predicted on the best and most current data." 

NE Ohio Delegation Vows Fight over Cuts 
Cleveland Plain Dealer - March 5, 2017 
Akron Beacon Journal - March 4, 2017 
Bipartisan Ohio legislators plan to battle if President Donald Trump's budget slashes funding to the Environmental 
Protection Agency as shown in a leaked draft of the 2018 EPA budget, which suggested cutting the EPA's budget for the 
Great Lakes from $300 million annually to $10 million--part of an effort to reduce the entire EPA budget by $2 billion and 
cut its workforce by 3,000 employees. Rep. Dave Joyce, R-Bainbridge, said he and colleagues were startled by the 
numbers and viewed it as an unfortunate "indication of where the administration stands on preserving what I believe to be 
a national treasure."  Rep. Marcy Kaptur, D-Toledo, agreed that a bipartisan effort could turn back such cuts.  Both 
Democratic Sen. Sherrod Brown and Republican Sen. Rob Portman pledged to fight to restore cuts as they have done in 
the past. If these cuts went through, they would virtually eliminate restoration efforts in Ohio, Michigan, and Wisconsin 
and stop the cornerstones of the five-year plan to protect and restore the great Lakes--the largest freshwater system in the 
world. The plan is to "combat water pollution, especially toxic algae blooms, to prevent and to control invasive species 
and to restore habitat to protect native fish and wildlife." Cuts could include more than $650 million for restoration at 
Mentor Marsh and the Cleveland Lakefront Nature Preserve. Other projects at risk include $3 million for a Cuyahoga 
River urban riparian restoration project, a $15 million restoration project at the Black River in Lorain County and 
$500,000 to the Western Reserve Land Conservancy for the purchase of land easements in the Chagrin River watershed.  

Trump's EPA Budget Proposal Targets Climate, Lead Cleanup Programs 
Reuters - March 2, 2017 
President Donald Trump's 2018 budget proposal aims to cut the Environmental Protection Agency's overall budget by 
25% to $6.1 billion and cut staffing by 20% to $12,400.  The proposals would cut deeply into programs such as climate 
protection, environmental justice and enforcement. Grants to states for lead cleanup would be cut 30% to $9.8 million. 
Grants to help Native American tribes combat pollution would be cut 30% to $4$5.8 million. An EPA climate protection 
program on cutting emissions of greenhouse gases such as methane that contribute to global warming would be cut 70% 
to $29 million. The proposal also would cut the brownfield industrial site cleanup program by 42% to $14.7 million and 
would reduce funding for enforcing pollution laws by 11% to $153 million. Some cuts are unlikely to pass the 
Republican-led Congress because both Republicans and Democrats like the programs. For example, they are not likely to 
cut all staff in a diesel emissions program. Scott Pruitt, head of the EPA, says he will fight to retaining the brownfields 
program, the Superfund program and the water infrastructure grants and state revolving funds. Environmentalists point out 
that as a candidate, Trump stressed the EPA's failure in Flint, but now he is cutting lead cleanup by a third--an example of 
empty promises to do right by the American people. 
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EPA Warns of Lead in Water in East Chicago 
The Chicago Tribune - March 3, 2017 
As federal officials cleaned up toxic soil in East Chicago, Indiana, last year, they wanted to prevent the lead contaminated 
soil from a former factory from disrupting the protective coating inside the underground pipes. Officials were surprised to 
discover high levels of lead in household taps. EPA investigators determined that the city's water treatment was not 
effective enough to prevent lead from leaching out of pipes that connect homes to municipal water mains. Indiana officials 
had directed Chicago to improve its treatment methods just before the EPA conducted its study, and it will take months to 
see if corrective action is working. The EPA has provided bottled water and filters to 43 families and has advised the city's 
29,000 residents to take similar precautions because they may have been drinking lead-contaminated tap water. This is 
predominantly a Latino and African-American city. A coalition of environmental groups is saying the action is not 
aggressive enough and that citizens have petitioned the city to distribute filters citywide. 
  
Drain the Great Lakes Restoration? 
Akron Beacon Journal - Commentary - March 9, 2017 
One of the items facing the ax in the White House budget document outlining a severe Environmental Protection Agency 
reduction from $300 billion per year to $10 million is the Great Lakes Restoration Initiative, which would shut down with 
this plan. Doing so would abandon the consensus that this national treasure is an economic engine requiring repairs of $20 
billion or more--which was to be spaced out over many years. The Great Lakes Initiative has been a success:  wildlife 
habitats have been restored, parks created, and toxic materials removed from rivers, streams and harbors. The damage 
from invasive species and algal blooms during the summer indicates that there is much more to be done. "Responsible 
stewardship argues for maintaining the current annual funding level, each generation with an obligation to its 
successes."In addition to the EPA, the White House budget is proposing cuts to other domestic programs for education, 
housing, job training and medical research. Clear too is the driver of this dismaying proposal: Trump wants to increase 
defense spending by $54 billion, even though Pentagon spending "outpaces the defense outlays of the next seven countries 
combined. The onus rests with the president to show the value in such increases." 

Trump Pitches Tsunami of Cuts to NOAA 
Seattle PI - March 7, 2017 
Six pages of proposed cuts to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration that amount to a 17% reduction in 
NOAA funding have a huge effect on climate research, weather forecasting and partnerships with universities. They cuts 
mean the elimination of programs such as the Sea Grant (that works in fields ranging from oil-spill prevention to teacher 
training); the Integrated Ocean Observing System (which provides scientists and researchers with coastal and marine data 
along with data on water temperature, water levels, currents, winds and waves that the agency uses to track harmful algal 
blooms and aid in emergency search and rescue operations); and eliminating or making severe cuts to  NOAA's satellite 
program known as the National Environmental Satellite Data and Information Service. This is an indispensable resource 
for monitoring climate change and the shrinking Arctic snowpack. Cutting the data service will compromise NOAA's 
mission to keep Americans safe from extreme weather and provide forecasts that allow businesses and citizens to make 
smart plans. Sen. Maria Cantwell, D-Washington, who worked to close a gap in coastal weather forecasting, said, "Now is 
not the time to cut ocean science, when we need it most. If these programs are eliminated, it could have devastating 
impacts on the progress we have made toward a healthy Puget Sound, and will hurt our coastal economies...I am 
extremely concerned about the proposed elimination of the Pacific Coastal Salmon Recovery Fund, the Ocean 
Acidification Program, the NOAA estuary research program, the tsunami preparedness grant funding, the Sea Grant 
program, and other severe cuts." Climate change isn't going to stop. The shrinking of the Arctic ice pack and ocean 
acidification won't halt--they just won't be monitored adequately. Tsunamis will strike, will not be prepared, and the 
chances of a severe climate surprise or a giant wave hitting the Washington and Oregon coasts goes up. Congress does 
have the final say on all of these cuts, but part of the problem is that "the current Congress has been divorced form 
science." 

Ohio Cities behind on Lead Pipe Maps 
Akron Beacon Journal - March 9, 2017, and January 23, 2017 
Only about half of the 1,900 public water systems in Ohio have turned in maps showing the locations of their lead pipes 
that run the street into homes, which are due within a week. An Ohio law that was passed last summer and took effect in 
September requires all public water systems to map where their lead pipes are located by March 9 and to notify residents 
within two days after elevated lead levels are detected. The inventories are necessary to facilitate the notification process. 
Most main lines typically are not lead-based, but sometimes service lines going to homes are. The locations whose maps 
are not in by the deadline will get a 30-day reminder telling them to complete the work in 30 days and that a fine is 
possible for those who do not respond. Some small towns are finding the mapping hard because they have poor historical 
records of lead pipes, which is what the inventory is trying to fix. The state has set up a website where the maps can be 
found. 
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City Reassures Residents Water Is Safe to Drink 
Akron Beacon Journal - January 24, 2017 
Akron published online an interactive map showing which pipes are made of lead. Officials say that regardless of whether 
or not their pipes are lead, regular testing shows that the water is clean and safe and exceeds all Environmental Protection 
Agency requirements. Lead pipes are being continually replaced whenever a sidewalk or other work in being done in an 
area. Therefore, the number of lead pipes in Akron is small compared to some other cities. Only about 5% of the city's 
customers may be affected. And having lead pipes does not automatically mean that the water is affected because 
chemicals to coat the pipes are added to the water at the treatment plant. 
  
Here and Now 
NPR - March 7, 2017 
Lifting coal regulations as signaled by President Donald Trump in his address to Congress last week is not expected to 
have a big impact on the growth of coal in the short term. The low price of natural gas and the growth of solar and wind 
energy is mainly what is holding coal down. Seven hundred coal plants have closed, and 400 remain today. Therefore, 
production may be up only 5% by next year because natural gas prices are expected to rise. In the long term, in the 
Powder River Basin in Montana and Wyoming, the growth may be up by 40% by 2030, but this only brings it back to the 
level in 2011. 

New Jersey OK's Pipeline 
Akron Beacon Journal - February 25, 2017 
The 15-member New Jersey Pinelands Commission approved a contested plan to run a natural gas pipeline though a 
federally protected forest preserve. This was an emotionally charged jobs-versus-environment issue that has been watched 
carefully by environmental and energy groups, given a new presidential administration that is more supportive of the 
energy industry. 

U.S. Utilities Seek Sun as Trump 
Record-Courier - February 5, 2017 
U.S. utility companies are trying to substantially grow their solar farming, given the plunging cost of solar power, as they 
also try to preserve their core business against competition from household solar panels. The transition from coal-burning 
plants seems unstoppable, even if President Donald Trump scraps the rules to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. At utility 
scale, the costs of wind and solar are cheaper than coal and nuclear and comparable with natural gas. About two-thirds of 
new electric generation capacity in the U.S. grid in 2016 was from wind and solar. Utilities are increasingly adopting a 
"shared solar" model, where customers buy or lease solar panels on large arrays built for the utilities or to buy the power 
they produce. That electricity is then "credited off utility bills under contracts that can lock in power prices for 10 years or 
more." This model addresses competition from rooftop solar panels and can appeal to roughly half of Americans who do 
not own their homes and cannot install solar panels, those who lack good credit to finance installation, and those who lack 
sufficient roof space where the sun shines consistently. 

Ohio Crude Oil Used for Gas Again 
Akron Beacon Journal - November 2, 2016 
Marathon's 85-year old petroleum refinery in Canton is once again making gas for motorists.  Two years ago, Marathon 
installed special equipment to split natural gas from Utica shale. The company then mixes these natural gas condensates 
(mostly from southeast Ohio) with heavier crude oils received through the interstate pipeline. One advantage of these 
condensates is that they are very low in sulfur, which federal regulators want taken out of fuels. 

Trump Boosts Oil Pipelines in Latest Executive Action 
Akron Beacon Journal - January 25, 2017 
Four days after taking office, President Donald Trump signed executive orders to advance the Keystone XL and Dakota 
Access oil pipelines as he moved to overhaul energy policy and former President Barack Obama's climate change 
initiative. Trump invited TransCanada to resubmit its application and ordered the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers too 
review and approve the Dakota Access pipeline quickly. Republicans and Democrats in energy-producing states hailed 
this as a step to boost jobs and achieve energy independence. But environmental groups and Native American tribes 
pledged to defy Trump and challenge the new application. Trump also ordered an Environmental Protection Agency media 
blackout and contract freeze and delays for 30 environmental rules. 
  
Army Stepping Down 
Akron Beacon Journal - February 8, 2017 
The Army Corps of Engineers said that it will allow the Dakota Access oil pipeline to cross under the Missouri reservoir 
in North Dakota. On orders from President Donald Trump, the corp dropped further environmental study begun on 
January 18. Completion of the Dakota Access pipeline can now continue, although it could be delayed because the Sioux 
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Standing Rock tribe is vowing to fight the action in court. Even if the pipeline is finished and operating, the tribe said it 
will try to close it down. The tribe's reservation is just downstream of the pipeline crossing, and they fear a leak would 
pollute their drinking water. 

N. Dakota Oil Pipeline Protest Camp Cleared 
Record-Courier - February 25, 2017 
The large protest at the Oreti Sekwin camp on federal land in North Dakota and the smaller Rosebud camp nearby on the 
Standing Rock Indian Reservation were cleared of inhabitants and closed by the Army Corps of Engineers and the Bureau 
of Indian Affairs this week. While at times thousands of people inhabited the camps, the number was down to about 200 
when the camps were cleared. Structures are being demolished, and authorities will spend time clearing the tons of debris 
left behind. Three camps remain, but they are on reservation land. Energy Transfer Partners, the pipeline operator, is 
rushing to complete construction and wants to start within 10 days. However, a court battle still is unsettled, and the Sioux 
still consider this confluence to be endangered sacred land and water. 

Trump Signs Legislation to Nix Oil Extraction Rule 
USA Today - February 15, 2017 
This legislation scraps an anticorruption measure requiring oil and mining companies to disclose their payments to foreign 
governments, following lobbying by oil companies. Trump praised this as "bringing back jobs big league." This rule was 
put in place to promote transparency about payments related to resource extraction. 

Pipeline Won't Use U.S. Steel Despite Pledge 
Record-Courier - March 5, 2017 
President Donald Trump says the Keystone XL pipeline will not use American steel, which he pledged as recently as last 
week, because the pipeline is already under construction and the steel has been acquired. His January directive will apply 
to new pipelines or those under repair. 

Where Wind Finds Resistance 
Akron Beacon Journal - March 6, 2017 
The push for large-scale renewable energy is creating problems for the wind industry. Since 2015, more than 120 
government entities in two dozen states "have rejected or restricted the land-devouring subsidy-fueled sprawl of the wind 
industry." Rural residents want to protect their property values and views and do not like the red blinking lights on top of 
the turbines, all night, every night, or the noise of the turbines. Wind energy requires 700 times more land to produce the 
same energy as a gas fracking site. To increase wind production levels, larger and taller (up to 700 feet) installations are 
necessary, which will bring even more opposition. A Maryland judge just ruled that the benefit of a proposed wind farm 
was not sufficient to warrant subjecting residents to its construction and operation. Even California, where government 
officials mandated the use of 50% renewables by 2030, Los Angeles County banned wind developments in unincorporated 
areas. Angry fishermen in New York are resisting a project in the heart of their best squid fisheries, and three upstate 
counties are fighting a proposed project to put dozens of turbines on Lake Ontario. In April 2016, a wind project near 
Scotland's Loch Ness was recently rejected because of possible effects on tourism. The American Wind Energy 
Association refused to comment for this article, and the author believes that they and their environmental allies do not 
want to acknowledge the negative effects of wind because it would subvert their claim that wind is truly green.  

FirstEnergy Plant Demolished 
Akron Beacon Journal - February 25, 2017 
The century-old First Energy Lake Shore power plant in Cleveland was demolished using 200 pounds of explosives in 
strategic blasts. The area will be turned into green space for potential reuse. 

Ohio Opponents Hope Bats Slow Pipeline Project 
Record-Courier - February 13, 2017 
Opponents of the 225-mile NEXUS pipeline hope that the northern long-eared bat will help their efforts to delay the $2 
billion project. While the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission issued an environmental impact statement saying it 
found no problems with the proposed route, these bats live in caves and other sheltered spots during the winter and in 
trees during the spring and summer. The final approval to begin construction may be delayed because one of the 
commission's three members resigned last week. The vacancy could mean delays because the trees cannot be felled after 
March 31. NEXUS representatives say the pipeline remains on schedule and it is putting together a contingency plan that 
includes the number of bats likely to be killed if the trees need to be removed during the spring and summer. More than 
100 property owners in Medina and Summit counties have refused to let pipeline survey crews on their land, but their 
attorneys expect NEXUS to use eminent domain to do so and take the land they need. 
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Grand Jury Indicts Man on Charges of Dumping 
Akron Beacon Journal - February 25, 2017 
Adam Boylen of North Lawrence, Ohio, was indicted on four counts by a federal grand jury for dumping wastewater into 
tributaries of the Tuscarawas River in violation of the Clean Water Act. He worked for a trucking company and was 
supposed to drive the truck to a designated facility in Pennsylvania but instead dumped it at several locations in 
Tuscarawas County and central and eastern Ohio. The wastewater contained substances capable of killing fish and 
vegetation. About 700 fish were killed in one tributary, along with about 3,200 minnows, crayfish, frogs and tadpoles. 

Gas Pipeline Gets Federal Approval; Will Cross Ohio 
Record-Courier - February 4, 2017 
A 713-mile- long, $4.2 billion natural gas pipeline extending from West Virginia to Michigan has been approved for 
construction, despite objections from some landowners and environmentalist. The Rover pipeline will carry up to 3.25 
billion cubic feet of gas daily. It will reach across northern Ohio. 

Ohio Strategy Combats Lake Erie's Algae 
Record-Courier - February 15, 2017 
Ohio released its plans to target specific watersheds and develop a monitoring network within the next year to sharply 
decrease phosphorus runoff that is feeding the algae that has interfered with drinking water and created dead zones where 
fish cannot survive. Ohio, Michigan and the Canadian province of Ontario signed a deal to make a 40% reduction over the 
next decade and laid out several steps over the next year. 

Kent Buys Land to Extend Trail 
Record-Courier - January 19, 2017 
A 0.0193-acre parcel in front of the Walgreen's store on South Water Street in Kent will extend the Portage Hike and Bike 
Trail by connecting the Esplanade to Franklin Avenue. Federal funds will help pay for the project. Additional parking will 
be added at the Tannery. Completion of the project will be coordinated with construction of the new police station, which 
is expected to begin this fall. 

Earth Breaks Temperature Record Again 
Akron Beacon Journal - January 19, 2017 
Record-Courier - January 19, 2017 
In 2016, the Earth was the warmest on record according to two U.S. agencies and international weather groups. They say 
the pattern is very clear, and they mostly blame man-made global warming with the help from a natural El Nino that is 
now gone. Not only scientists can see this warming; it is evident to people in their daily lives. This is the fifth time in a 
dozen years that a new annual global heat record has been set. 

Global Warming Study Again Doubted, Defended 
The Arizona Republic - February 12, 2017 
Those who do not believe in climate change question how temperature readings were adjusted to compare figures from 
decades ago. A study by Thomas Karl looked at ocean temperature records and determined that these readings skewed too 
warm when  compared with modern monitoring from buoys and other devices because the older reading were taken in 
ships' engine rooms. Retired National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration John Bates claims that while Karl did not 
follow NOAA data-storage and handling steps, "there was no data tampering, no data changing, nothing malicious." A 
January study by the University of California at Berkley and published in a scientific journal used another set of 
measurements and came to the same conclusion--that the Earth's temperature is rising quickly and that warming has not 
paused. Testimony given before the House Science Committee by Zeke Hausfather, the lead author of Berkley study said 
that disagreements were about procedural matters that had "very little bearing about our understanding about what's 
happening to the Earth's climate." 

To Combat Global Warming, Listen to These GOP Leaders 
USA Today - Opinion - February 10, 2017 
The plan for a refundable national carbon tax was pitched to the White House by James Baker, Henry Paulson, George 
Shultz and other GOP luminaries. It is "a long overdue and market-based contribution from the right on the climate 
change issue." Taxing the carbon where it enters the economy (the mine, the refinery, or the port) provides an incentive to 
reduce emissions and would boost clean energy by making it more competitive with oil, coal and natural gas. There is 
bipartisan support for this idea, which started with the environmental left. It is a much better solution than targeting 
electricity generating plants, as in former President Barack Obama's clean-power plan. Despite many details to be worked 
out, the market-based approach is an answer that represents more than a lot of hot air. The main drawbacks are the tax-
averse Republicans in Congress and a new administration that has many climate skeptics. As evidence of mounting 
harmful effects caused by the accumulation of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, the Baker plan is a bright spot. 
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Climate Change Is Affecting Our Plants 
Akron Beacon Journal - February 11, 2017 
While each year is slightly different, climate change is resulting in an overall trend of an earlier spring. Plants are 
blooming earlier, and insects are emerging earlier in the spring. Both are driven by heat units. Understanding this is 
essential to knowing when to plant flowers and thus insect development and insect control. For example, the black vine 
weevil is emerging two to three weeks earlier than decades before, and new recommendations for when to apply 
insecticides were not working on the old schedule and had to be revised. Dan Herms, an entomologist at Ohio State's Ohio 
Agricultural Research and Development Center in Wooster, has studied climate change extensively. For his latest 
presentation on climate change that is deeply informed by science, click here. He also is working with Davey Tree in 
Kent, exploring how arborists and others in the industry can manage pests.  And with more severe storms happening, the 
response to downed trees means scheduling and equipment changes, while heat waves may require worker safety 
protocols to be updated. 

Atmospheric 'Rivers' in the Sky Soak Calif. 
USA Today - Opinion - February 21, 2017 
Ribbons of water vapor are fueling storms in the western United States. The vapors are made visible by clouds and are 
known as atmospheric rivers. They extend thousands of miles from the tropics to the western United States. At least 10 
such atmospheric rivers have been identified this year by the National Weather Service. The rivers are responsible for up 
to 65% of the extreme rain and snow events in the western United States and 75% worldwide. The storms brought by the 
rivers can wreak havoc on travel, bring deadly mudslides and cause catastrophic damage. This year, rain from such storms 
ended the five-year drought in northern California. Surprisingly, a new study found that up to 75% of extreme wind events 
in the western United States are the result of these atmospheric rivers.  

State by State 
USA Today - February 6, 2017 
The Bureau of Land Management will make nearly 1,200 acres of land in Ohio's Wayne National Forest available for oil 
and gas leases in an online auction on March 23.   

Suit Targets Waste Ash 
Akron Beacon Journal - January 30, 2017 
The Tennessee Valley Authority is being taken to court by environmental groups over waste ash from aging coal-fired 
power plants near Nashville. The groups say that faulty storage of the coal ash has polluted the Cumberland River in 
violation of the Clean Water Act. 

State Responds to Order 
Akron Beacon Journal - January 29, 2017 
Franklin County Common Pleas Court has allowed American Water Management Services to begin commercial injection 
into a Weathersfield Township well if the company does a seismic survey and uses a suggested plan to monitor for 
earthquakes. The company can continue for 120 days as long as no quakes greater than 1.5 magnitude occur. 

Growing for Good 
Record-Courier - January 29, 2017 
Kent Floral began growing hydroponic lettuce and, for every head sold, they gave another head to Kent Social Services. 
Then Smithers Oasis Company began contributing the horticube foam material the lettuce seeds are grown in and fertilizer 
for the plant. The company says it is their way of reaching out to the community. Additionally, Smithers is working with a 
forestry class at Theodore Roosevelt High School in Kent to help the students see where the world is going with food 
crops. Alpha Incubators also are key players in the hydroponics growing process, which involves using organic pelleted 
seed that is grown in a solution of water and nutrients without any soil. The foam soaks in water overnight, and then the 
seeds are put into the foam.  After seven to 10 days of germination, the seeds are transferred to a nursery and, within 45 
days, the lettuce greens are ready. The lettuce stays fresh for up to three weeks. Kent Social Services appreciates the 
program because lettuce and other produce are hard for them to obtain. 

Flint Lead Level in Water below Federal Limit 
Akron Beacon Journal - January 25, 2017 
Based on samples from 368 residences, the water in Flint, Michigan, is below federal contamination levels and similar to 
other urban centers of comparable size across the country with older infrastructure. The 90th mercantile of lead 
concentrations in Flint was 12 parts per billion from July through December, below the action level of 15 ppm, according 
to the Michigan EPA. Some residents are skeptical of the announcement, and believe they cannot trust the government 
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because government official had lied to them for so long. According to resident Melissa Mays, "There is still lead in the 
system...especially with disruptions, main breaks-pieces of lead scale will be breaking off until these pipes are replaced." 

FirstEnergy to Sell 4 Plants 
Akron Beacon Journal - January 20, 2017 
FirstEnergy will sell four natural gas generating plants in Pennsylvania and a portion of a Virginia hydroelectric power 
station to a subsidiary of LS Power Equity Partners III, a New York firm, for $925 million. The sale is expected to close in 
the fall of 2017. The sale is part of FirstEnergy's plan to get out of the competitive power-generation business through 
sale, regulatory or legislative solutions for competitive-generation units, or plant deactivation.  The process started in 
November 2016 and is expected to take 12 to 18 months. 

--Summarized by Lorraine McCarty   
 

!  KEC Membership 

We welcome anyone who wants to join the Kent Environmental Council and support our efforts. If you are already a 
member, you will be receiving a reminder of renewal by mail the month before the expiration date for your dues. 
Remember, dues are the main source of income for KEC. We need your support to do our work.  

Just send in your name, address, phone, email address and your check made payable to:  
Kent Environmental Council  
and mail to:    KEC, P.O. Box 395,Kent, OH 44240.  

To join or renew online with PayPal, go to kentenvironment.org/Membership. 
 Membership levels are $45, Sustaining; $35, Family; $25, Individual; $15, Golden Buckeye; $10, Student; $500, 
Lifetime; and $200, Organization.  KEC dues are not tax deductible because the organization has a 501(c)(4) status. 

View our Website at www.kentenvironment.org 

Communicate with us on Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/KentEnvironment 

Come for an informal breakfast discussion of environmental issues at Little City Grill every Friday at 8 a.m.  
No reservations necessary..   
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